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T
he Imperial Palace, a fixture of the Las Vegas Strip for more
than 30 years, was recently rechristened the Quad. The name
is supposed to evoke a collegial gathering place at the gateway
to the Linq, Caesars Entertainment’s $550 million entertain-

ment and retail corridor. The IP’s passé pagoda motif will be replaced
with an ultra-contemporary look in a conversion that will be official this
month.

Fitzgeralds in Downtown Sin City recently became the D Las Vegas.
The name is a nod to CEO and majority owner Derek Stevens and his
hometown of Detroit. The property has shed its whimsical Irish theme
and signature pot of gold for a young, sexy vibe and the motto, “Long on
Fun, Short on Ordinary.”

The Gold Rush in Henderson, Nevada, is now the Wildfire Sunset. The re-
branding of the Station Casinos property included a three-month renovation to
create a “sleek and inviting” mood. Station also is reaffirming its commitment to
neighborhood patrons with a pervasive “We Love Locals” campaign.

Harrah’s Chester Casino and Racetrack has changed its name to Harrah’s
Philadelphia. Chester Mayor John Linder called the new moniker “a slap in the
face” and an attempt by Harrah’s to distance itself from the blighted waterfront
city. But area councilman Tom McGarrigle defended the move, saying Harrah’s
is “just rebranding it to make it a regional name. From a marketing standpoint,
it’s better for them.”

It’s been a tough couple of years for the casino industry. As once-thriving
properties hit hard times, are bought and sold, go bankrupt and then emerge
from bankruptcy, effective rebranding enables them to be repositioned and resold
as the next best thing. 

The terms branding and rebranding are sometimes used interchangeably, but
a rebrand must do two things simultaneously: create a fresh new identity while
extinguishing memories of the old one, which may have become tarnished or
fusty over time.

‘The Fat Lady Ain’t Singing.’ 
Last winter, a series of billboards with that cryptic one-liner sprang up along the
Atlantic City Expressway. The message, which included no brand name, logo or
other identifying features, sparked a sort of regional guessing game. Some specu-
lated the billboards were teasers for the Atlantic City Alliance, the agency charged
with revitalizing the struggling resort town. Others thought they referred to the

$2.5 billion Revel resort,
which had traveled a rocky
road to completion but 
finally opened in April.

Both assumptions were wrong. In February, it was announced that the out-
door campaign was part of a marketing blitz for the Atlantic Club Casino Hotel.
The former Atlantic City Hilton, which lost the right to the gilded Hilton name
in 2011, had changed hands and brands a number of times since opening in
1980 as Steve Wynn’s Golden Nugget. Before the latest incarnation, it was
known as ACH, which one blogger said, “came off like an interrupted sneeze.”

A multimedia campaign targeted low-rolling locals who wanted a night on
the town without breaking the bank. TV spots featured a 40-something woman,
coffee cup in hand, who addressed the camera as if chatting with a girlfriend. She
regaled the affordability and fun of the Atlantic Club, along with its penny slots,
cheap eats, and free parking.  

The commercials were “pretty straightforward, an average-Joe kind of thing,
and not particularly slick,” says Nancy Smith, CEO of Masterminds, a Greater
Philadelphia advertising agency that specializes in gaming. “They have a certain
lack of sophistication, so it supports the brand. They did a very good job, very
consistent—you have no doubt as to what the Atlantic Club stands for, and what
its promise is to the consumer.”

Age and financial strife can render a casino brand irrelevant—and
decimate its bottom line. That’s where rebranding comes in. 

By Marjorie Preston

Rebrand
Art of the

Fitzgeralds in Downtown has
been renamed the “D Las
Vegas,” complete with loud
music, and sexy dealers and
dancers. 
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So how’s it working? Last August, the Atlantic Club
posted a 25 percent increase in year-over-year gaming rev-
enue, besting every other casino in town including the
glitzy new Revel and market leader Borgata. In September,
revenue slid 1.9 percent, but the Atlantic Club still fared
better than most of its competitors, including Borgata,
which was down almost 6 percent, and Bally’s, a Caesars
property that nosedived by 22.6 percent.

Its former sister property (both properties were once owned by Colony Capi-
tal), the Las Vegas Hilton, faced similar reversals of fortune and also forfeited the
Hilton name. Now known as LVH, it too is presenting itself as a budget-minded
alternative with the slogan “More Value, More Fun.” Also prominent on the
LVH website is the message that the property charges no resort fees, unlike others
in Sin City. Though the property is now in foreclosure, it remains open, and in a
statement, new managers the Navegante Group said its future is “nothing but
bright.” 

Promises, Promises
Rebranding is neither magic nor alchemy, but a product of research and con-
sumer testing that begins with a frank assessment of the strengths and weaknesses
of the casino (and its competitors); defines the market segment the subject prop-
erty can serve best; and strategically recalibrates the position the brand currently
occupies to where it wants it to be. 

“But you can’t just pick a position that happens to be open and looks good,”
says Smith. “You have to know you have what it takes to support that position or
deliver on that brand promise. With some casinos, by the time they get to re-
branding they’re so desperate to change something, to make the needle move,
they don’t take the time to ensure that what they do now has staying power. And
misfires can be very costly.”

Consistency is key. Smith recalls a casino that defined itself as a luxury prop-
erty, and then staged a promotion in which the prize was a La-Z-Boy recliner.
“They had it on billboards!” she says. “If you’re going to position as a certain
kind of casino with a certain level of sophistication, you want everything you do
from check-in service to how you are greeting people to the type of prizes you
give away to support that brand.”

Revel in Atlantic City has arguably attempted to co-opt the position held by
Borgata as the premier resort in Atlantic City. Ultimately, it is the consumer’s de-
cision who dominates the market, and Revel—which opened as a premiere resort
in a dismal economy in an oversaturated market with a competitor that already
owns the No. 1 position—has yet to hit its stride.

The Beau Rivage in Biloxi, Mississippi, on the other hand, took on an image
that has endured for years without tinkering, promising “A Feeling Like No
Other.” 

“Whether you were a high roller or a $50 player, a slot player or a table
player, whether you were a convention or meeting customer or a weekend get-
away customer, they were going to make every experience, regardless of what you
were there for, a special one,” Smith says.

Building Relationships
Steve Marshall, senior vice president for relationship
marketing for the Fine Point Group consulting and
management firm in Las Vegas, says casinos com-
pete across four dimensions: capital and location,
price, service, and relationship, which is fostered
and supported by branding and marketing. Four

years ago, when the recession derailed the casino boom, the most intangible of
those elements arguably became the most essential.

“It used to be that someone would build a new casino on the Las Vegas Strip,
it did really well, and someone else would build a bigger and better place, essen-
tially competing off that first dimension, capital and location,” says Marshall. “But
capital isn’t the answer anymore. Increased competition and states clamoring for
tax dollars have created a tremendous amount of additional supply. Since 2008,
the most important dimension is the relationship a business can have with its cus-
tomers.” 

The process doesn’t always include a total renovation, like the $150 million
overhaul of the former Trump Marina in Atlantic City, now Landry’s Golden
Nugget. 

“It could be as simple as staking out the position that we offer the best cus-
tomer service or the newest slot product or the most value for your money,” says
Marshall. 

Importantly, any rebrand must be implemented and embraced at every level,
from the parking garage to the front desk to the CEO’s office. “You must get full
buy-in from the top to the bottom of the organization when rebranding or reposi-
tioning a casino, or it will fail,” Marshall says. “Flawless execution is the key.”

He cites St. Louis-based Isle of Capri, which in 2007 unveiled its Isle brand in
Pompano Beach, Florida, and later introduced it at other properties, as a rebrand
that made sense. According to the company, the new image blended “a tropical
paradise with hot Las Vegas casino action.”

“They did a nice job refreshing a very tired Isle of Capri brand to just ‘Isle’ for
their destination properties and rebranding their more rural or non-destination
properties to the Lady Luck brand,” Marshall observes. “The strategy was neces-
sary and good.”

Another example is Caesars’ introduction of the Horseshoe brand at casinos in
Council Bluffs, Iowa in 2006 and Southern Indiana in 2007 (most recently, it
brought the Horseshoe name to the historic Higbee’s department store in Cleve-
land). That brand, a stalwart since 1951, carries a distinctive message that contin-
ues to resonate in the Heartland: it’s the “Home of the Best Odds, Highest Limits
& Biggest Jackpots” and promises to always “Make It Right for the Gambler.”

Cornering the Market
Business is so tough, and competition so great, there’s no part of the demographic
casinos should not welcome, says Smith. “You need the person who comes in every
week and the person who comes in twice a year,” she says. 

But they must not dilute their brands in an attempt to reach a broader base,
according to Marlene Reyes, executive vice president and chief client officer with

The Atlantic City and Las Vegas Hiltons are
now the Atlantic Club and LVH, respectively. 

The former Trump Marina is now a 
glittering Golden Nugget Atlantic City. 
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the Fine Point Group. “You can no longer be everything to everybody—there’s
too much out there,” Reyes says. “You need to narrow your field and then domi-
nate that space.”

It happened after the Borgata opened in Atlantic City in 2003, Reyes says,
when other casinos in the market took a copycat approach to competition.
“Everybody was saying, ‘We have a new nightclub, we’re nice too. We have a
new restaurant, we’re nice too.’ You can’t play that game anymore.” By following
the leader, they remained followers.

While a “new and improved” sign or a grand reopening might create a posi-
tive spike, unless a property has correctly isolated its position in the market, is
consistent in its message, and keeps its promises, it is likely to founder.

Reyes agrees that the former Atlantic City Hilton effectively claimed and
cornered its share of that sluggish market, despite a budget strained by years of
underperformance. Resorts Atlantic City, which is trying to cash in on the popu-
larity of HBO’s Boardwalk Empire with a Roaring ’20s theme complete with
servers in flapper fringe, hasn’t fared as well. 

“They thought they could put up Art Deco pictures and hire back Blanche,
the singing bartender, but you have to follow up with strategic, scalpel market-
ing,” says Reyes. “Whether it’s a ’20s theme or a Margaritaville theme or a Space
Shuttle theme, you have to back it up with the right offer, the right player devel-
opment, the right promotions, the right direct mail and advertising and posi-
tioning, or it’s not going to work.”

“Rebranding and branding are not just about your advertising,” agrees
Smith. “It’s not just about logo or colors—it’s about the experience you deliver
on property. You have to bring the brand to life.” In most cases, she adds, that
doesn’t include a La-Z-Boy recliner.  

Rock On 
When the storied Hard Rock brand lost its
cool, a rebrand helped revive it 

In 2007, the historic Hard Rock brand was get-
ting a little creaky. Once the epitome of cool,

Hard Rock had endured a nine-year slide in rev-
enues and a corresponding plunge in public es-

teem. Then San Francisco-based advertising agency Duncan/Channon was
called in to shake off the dust and remake this Rock of Ages.

Robert Duncan, Duncan/Channon’s executive creative director, explains
how the agency kicked Hard Rock back into high gear.  

GGB: A few years back it seemed the legendary HR brand had lost its
luster. How did you not only update the brand but dislodge the image
of HR as something beloved mainly by baby boomers? (It’s that old
joke about “going from ‘hip’ to ‘hip replacement.’”)
Duncan: Hard Rock Cafe opened in London in 1971, and it was such a cool
place that not only did rock stars hang out, they donated their guitars to put
on the wall. But by the 2000s, the hipster movie Ghost World could put a
Hard Rock T-shirt on a character to indicate she was a dork. 

In part, Hard Rock became a victim of its success. It had accidentally in-
vented “theme” restaurants, places like Planet Hollywood, with a bunch of
fake memorabilia. But with its history and amazing memorabilia collection—
all those guitars and, later, the handwritten lyrics and stage costumes, etc.—
Hard Rock wasn’t fake at all. So rebranding Hard Rock was less about
reinvention than about scraping off the barnacles. Underneath was a really

Robert Duncan



cool, authentic brand, with an appeal to music fans of all ages. 
The whole rebrand came about because of a new management team including

current CEO Hamish Dodds and former CMO Sean Dee. They were raising the
bar for Hard Rocks around the world, upgrading the menu, bringing franchisees
more into the fold, closing properties that shouldn’t have been opened in the first
place, relocating others and dramatically renovating the rest. 

We were adding fresh memorabilia, from newer rock stars like Lady Gaga and
Justin Bieber, to go alongside classics like Hendrix and the Who. You go into the
Hard Rock at Times Square or on the Vegas Strip and you’ll see a sleek, stylish,
contemporary bar/restaurant that’s definitely not your father’s Hard Rock. 

You changed the logos, but subtly. What did that accomplish?
Three things. The Hard Rock logo was drawn in the early ’70s, almost on a lark, by
Alan Aldridge, a friend of Hard Rock’s founder and one of the most famous young
designers in London. He had been the Beatles’ design guru. But the logo needed
technical finessing for various contemporary, high-resolution applications. So we re-
drew it and modified it subtly. 

The less subtle thing is that there weren’t one, but dozens of logos in use at
Hard Rock properties eight years ago. It seemed that every holiday, every event,
every whim would cause someone in the system to design a new version. For Hal-
loween, someone turned the circle into a pumpkin. For a cocktail promotion, it be-
came a lime. The inconsistency of the experience was symbolized by a crazy
collection of frankly amateurish logos. 

But while we got rid of the goofy marks, we did add one new one: the first pure
Hard Rock logo, without the subhead that said “Café” or “Hotel.” We recognized
that as the brand moved into digital, as it moved into the future, that mark would
be useful. It would also be useful as they worked to better unify the variety of prop-
erties under one flag. After all, Hard Rock is not just a property, but a brand.

How about the gaming side of Hard Rock? What happened in those
properties, and the hotels and cafés, to revive the popular appeal of
the brand?
When the first Hard Rock Hotel and Casino opened in ’95 in Vegas, it gen-
erated a big new wave of buzz for the brand. Here was a contemporary, dis-
tinctly grown-up take on Hard Rock, with naughty amenities in the rooms, a
hip music venue downstairs and rock stars all over the place—plus, of course,
gaming. 

The Vegas hotel—which, by the way, is one of the only branded proper-
ties not currently owned by the Hard Rock mothership in Florida—helped
show the way for us to expand the brand’s appeal, while creating a halo for
the cafés. And Hamish went on a mission to grow that portfolio around the
world. So hotels and casinos have been key to the revival of the brand. 

And, of course, when the Seminole Tribe of Florida, a gaming power-
house and Hard Rock licensee, bought the whole enchilada a few years back
and brought their deep pockets to the endeavor. That was another key.

Did it require focus groups, demographic studies and other “science”
to hit the right notes?
Focus groups are more about making sure you’re not hitting the wrong
notes, especially when you’re overseas, dealing with a culture not your own.
If you let research guide you too much, instead of following your experience,
instinct and inspiration, you’re sure to create something bland. 

There had been some good research done before we arrived, but the re-
branding project was conceived, and the initial work executed, in less than
two months—not enough time for new research. Those guys were in a big
hurry to get the thing turned around. 



What kind of advertising and other messaging did you use to 
reintroduce the brand?
The media mix went across the board and around the world. A prime target
for Hard Rock has always been travelers. So the first TV spot ran on CNN In-
ternational, and print ads ran in in-flight and traveler magazines, and, of
course, on Hard Rock’s a/v system, which reaches millions of viewers in the
properties every year. 

The campaign also had a substantial digital element. In addition to ban-
ners, that involved a partnership with Microsoft and the development of a vast
memorabilia website, full of pictures and text, bringing Hard Rock’s proof of
authenticity to anyone on the internet. The site would later be adapted for on-
property interactive kiosks and “Rock Walls.”

Messaging has evolved over the years from “You know who you are” to the
rockin’ fork image to our latest commercial, which works to showcase the up-
graded menu—good, fresh food, freshly prepared by real chefs—without sacri-
ficing our rock edge.

So how has it all worked? Can you give some figures about increases in
patronage, sales, etc.?
Far be it for the ad agency to give out client facts and figures, but I can say that
the turnaround was almost immediate, and it was dramatic. By every measure,
sales, perceptions, transactions, it has been eight years of double-digit increases.
In spite of a tough economy and a brutal downturn in the category, Hard Rock
had a record sales year in 2011—another one.

The worldwide brand campaign included the slogan, “You know who
you are.” Who was that message directed at?

The truth about the Hard Rock audience, which literally runs from six to 60, is
that most of them have to go to work every day and have to dress a certain way
and wear their hair a certain way and adhere to certain norms. That’s how they
can afford to pay for the premium products that carry the Hard Rock brand. The
point is, they’re not generally walking around in pink Mohawks (unless they work
at Hard Rock). They have to carry the rock ‘n’ roll part of them inside. 

It’s about memories, yes, but also about the sense of fun, freedom and rebel-
lion we all want to maintain, in spite of our growing responsibilities. “You know
who you are” was aimed at the secret rockers that walk among us, at anybody who
still has the fire. It was aimed at the young lawyer in our TV spot whose Metallica
T-shirt could still be seen beneath his white dress shirt. It was letting him know
that Hard Rock is a place to literally and figuratively feed your inner rocker.

Is there a risk to using the vernacular, like “kick-ass service” and the like?
The argot is always changing especially among the young, and what’s cool
can be uncool in a moment.
Absolutely. That’s why we work hard to stay groovy and hip by never using words
like that. “Kick-ass service” is strictly an internal thing for Hard Rock, the way
they’ve long defined their standard of service to employees. And I must say, it’s
been effective—Hard Rock service does kick ass.

Can you share Hard Rock International’s level of investment in the 
rebrand?
I can say that it was a substantial increase. I can also say that, whatever additional
money was spent, three years after Hamish Dodds took over, the brand was pur-
chased for just shy of a billion dollars. Normally, that’s the kind of ROI you only
get at the craps table.
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